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In your search through Google, ArtStor, JSTOR, etc., surely you came across a statement or image relevant to your search term or your vase that caught your attention. Maybe it was a good explanation of your search term, maybe it was an interesting comparison to your vase, maybe something that suggested a direction of research you had not previously considered.

Choose one statement or image that you think is particularly informative or interesting. It can be from any source.

Add to your TLEARN posting (go to your museum image, click on the pencil/hand icon and write in the text box that will open up for you):

- that quote
- or a link to the image (if you post the image itself, it will erase your museum photo!) with an explanation of the relevance of that image to your vase/search term,
- or a description of the image with an explanation of the relevance of that image to your vase/search term

Also post a complete citation for the quoted statement or the image. Use AJA style: